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Abstract
This paper discusses the control relevant parametric identification of a servo system present in a Compact Disc player.
ln this application an approximate closed loop identification
problem is solved in order to come up with a [near multivariable discrete time model, suitable for control design. This
identification problem is handled by a recently introduced
[wo stage method. It yields an explicit and turLable expression for the bias distribution of thei model being estimated,
cleariy showing the dynamics of the qlosed loop system in
the (asymptotic) approximation criterion. This resu-lt will be
e-xploited to identily the model in a control relevant way by
additional data flltering. The recently introduced method in
[201 for model uncertainty quantifrcation is used to construct
an upper bound for the corresponding model error.

1 Irrtroduction
Compact Disc players use an optical decoding Cevice to reproduce
high quaiit,y au<iio from a digiially coded signal, recorded as a spiral track on a reflective disc, see also [2]. An increasing amount
of equivalent opticai devices will be used in portable applications,
having severe shock disturbances. The track following properties
of a CD player, operating in these conditions, could be improved by
designing an enhanced multivariable controller. The intention of
this paper is to esiimate a (nominal) muitivariable PDLTi (Finite
Dimensional Linear Time Invariant) dynamical rnodel, obtained
flom closed loop experiments, which can be used for control design. Additionally, the procedure presented in [20] is used for a.
quantification of the resulting model error by estimating a. nonpararr:etric additive model uncertainty.
There is a growing interest in merging the problems of control
design and identifi.cation. On the one hand this is caused by the
fact that from a robust control design point of view we require expressions for model uncertainty that have to be used in robust conirol design procedures. On ihe oiher hand the (nominal) models
used to design controi systems very often will ha.ve to be gathered
by experimental methods.
Practicalli' it is impossible to exactly characterize all phenomena that describe rhe d'rnamicai behaviour of a physicai system
and the corresponding models will necessarily be approximative.
Furthermore. control design methods can get unmanageable if they
are applied to models of high complexity. Since ihe validity of any
approximaie model hinges on its iniended use, the identification
procedure being applied will be subjected to several requirements,
in order to provide estimated models thai are suitable for control
design. These considerations have resulted in the siaiement that
the best model for control desig,r cannot be derived from open
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Since the controLler obtained from the control design is (yet) unknow-n, ihis wili generally lead to an ilerative scheme of identification and control design, using the controller of step i - 1 to
estimate a model for step i. This has led to study several different types of iterative schernes oI identification and cont,rol design,
see [6, 10, 11, 15, 17, 24].
In this paper we concentrate on one identification step in such
an iterative procedure. Within the framework of prediction error
identification [12] we will identify a. multivariaLle control relevant
approximate model, employing a number of recenily introduced
methods. An indirect (two-stage) meihod [19] will be ernployed
to perform the approximate closed loop identification. The basic
advantage of i,his aoproach is thai an overall approimate identification results, ;n which the asymptotic bias distribu+,ion of the
ideniifled model becomes an explicit and tunable expression that
is independent of the (unknown) noise disturbance on ihe data.
Additional data filtering is appiied to tune the approximation crilerion to become a control relevant ciiterion.
The outline of this paper is as follows. First a concise descri-otion
of ihe Compact Disc pick-up mechanisrn and the experimentai
set up is given in section 2. Next some prelirninary notation is
discussed. In section 4 we pay atteniion to the specific iwo-s+'age
identification procedure, while in section 5 rve discuss the use of
orthonormal basis functions that are empioyed in the first stage
of the procedure. Next, the control relevance of ihe identification
approach is given attention and in section 6 rve will presen+" the
experimenial results.

2 Cornpact Disc Mechanism
The CD mechanism consists of a turn table DC-motor for the
rotation of the Compact Disc and a radial arm in order io {ollow
the track of the disc. Furthermore, an OPU (Optical Pick-up
Unit) is mounied on the end of ihe balanced rariial arrn to rei;d
the digitally coded signai, recorded on ihe disc. Schemaiically the
CD mechanism is given in figure 1.

DC-motor
photo diodes

radial arrn
Ootical Pick-uo
Uirit

Ioop experiments alone [1, 16].

A control relevant icientification requires that the relevant dynarnical beha"viour of the system is estimated while it operates
in a closed loop configuration with '"he controll.er to be designed.
lThe work of Raymond de Callafon is sponsored by the Dutch "Systems
end Control Theory Network".

Fig.

i:

Schematic vieru oI CD mechanism

.4. diode generates a laser beam +,hat passes through a series
of optical lenses in the OPU to give a spot on the disc sur{ace.
.

The light reflected from the disc is measured on an array of phoio
diodes, mounted in the bottom of ihe OPU, yielding the signals
recluired for position error information of the laser spot on the
Compact'Disc, see also [4].
Following the track on the Compact Disc involves basically two
control loops. First a radial control loop using a permanent magnet/coil system mounted on the radial arm, in order to position
the laser spot in the direct,ion orthogonal io the track. Secondly a
focus control loop using an objective lens suspended by two parallel ieaf springs a.nd a permanent magnet/coil system, with the

coii mounted in the top of the OPU to focus the laser spot on
the disc. In the present configuration, both the radial and focus
control loops ha.ve been realized by a SISO (Single Input Single
Output) controller, which consists of a lead-Iag element and a
proportional and integrating action. The closed loop bandwidth
is approximaiely 500 Hz, which is a compromise between several
conflicting factors, see [4, 18].
In figure 2 a block diagram of the two control loops is shorvn. In
here P.(q) denotes the transfer function of radial and focus actuator, Coo, the OPU, C(q) the controller and Pe(q) : -C.o,P"(q).
The variable g is the forward shift opera"tor, yielding o(t + 1) :
sz(t).

Fig.

2:

M : v(t) = P(q, P)u(t) + e(t), p e D,v

The signals have ihe following interpretation. The spot position
error 6(i), which is the difference between the track position p(t)
and actuator position c(i) in radial and focus direction, generates
a (disturbed) error signa"l 9(t) via Cor,. This error signal y(i) is
Ied into the controller C(q) and feeds the system &(q) wiih ihe
input z(t). The signal o(l) reflects the disturbance on the error
signal y(t).
The absolute track posiiion p(t) and actuator position c(t) cannot be measured directly and used for ideniifica.tion. Only the

error signal y(t) and the input z(t) are available..Therefore an
additional and known reference signal r(t), uncorrelated with the
additive noise r(t) *'ill be injected into the control loops, as illus-

where e(i) is the one step ahead prediction error. The parameter
p wili be estimated by employing a least squares criterion, see
also [12],

i, =

^rgm;nVy(p,ZN),

v,u(p,zN):
€t(t,p)

=

r N-l

*fY t=o lt.i.f1r,)ee(t,p)\,
I

3 Preliminaries

error

e(1,

rviLl be described by the following

In (1) ihe disturbance u(t) + C"r"e(t) is

4 Two Stage Method

z(i) =

Sr1n,

/i\
\r/

described by a filtered

= [-c(q)Pn(q)]-,
= [r-P.(s)c(q)]-'

(r\
\-/

e(t)

(3)
(4)

(7)

and the least squares criterion given in (6) to estimate a, it is
possible to ideniify the input sensitivity .96(q) in an open loop
way. In this step we take t (q) : 1. This is the frsl step in the
two stage ident,ification strategy. It is even possible to consistently
estimate 56(q), provided a suficiently high model order has been
seiected.

Given the estimate S(e, &nr) of the input sensitivity So(q), t
noise free input signal i,(l) can be simulated from ihe observations
oI the reference signal r(t).
'9(q,

&1")r(t)

(8)

which in lhe second step of the procedure is employed, again using
an OE model structure
e

(t)

(e)

and the least squares criterion given in (6) io estimate the parameter p,y in P(q,py).

A result for the asymptotic bias distribution of the estimate
P(q,iN) in the SISO case is given in the following theorem [19]:
Theorem 4.1 Consider the lwo-stage identifcalion
oboue, resulting

in a parometer estimate pp.

discussed

Then, under weok

conditions,

iN

we can rewrite (1) into the following equations.

z(t) = .s6(q)r(t) + C(q)rv,r(q)Hs(q)e(t)
y(,) : &(q),to(q)r(t)+ ptl,(q)ff.(q),(t)

a)r(t) +

y(t) = P(q, p)i,(t) +

white noise signal I/e(q)e(i). Using the input sensitivity S6(q) and
output sensiiivity lVs(q) of. ihe closed loop sysiem

So(s)
Wq(q)

(6)

p).

FDLTI data generating system S lhroughout this paper.

S: y(i) = P.,(q)"(t)+110(q).(i)
u(t) = r(t) + C(q)y(t)

D,u

where Q is a symmetric weighting mairix, ZN reflects the observed
data" of length l[ and I(q) is an additional fi]ter on the prediction

0'(') :
&(q)

pe

L(q)e(t,p)

2.

Given figure 2, the system

(5)

The major problem arising from an approximate identificaiion using closed loop experiments, is the correlaiion of the additive noise
rvith the input of the system, see also figure 2. Most important in
ideniification for control design is to estimate P6(q) given in (1).
Furthermore, an explicit expression of the approximation of &(C)
is needed, to tune ihe bias distribution of the model P(q, p/,/) being
estimated in a feedback relevant way. The method to handle the
closed loop situa.tion in this paper, is based on the two stage identification method given in [19]. The two steps are recapiiulated in
ihe following.
The external relerence signal r(l) given in (3) is uncorrelated
with the additive noise r.,(t) acting on ihe closed loop system. By
using an OE model siructure, similar as in (5)

Block diagram of the Conpact Disc mechanism

trated in figure

Throughout this paper we will consider modei sets M that are
parametrized in an OE (Output Error) structure [12]. For a generai input/output system with input u and output y this model
structure is reflected by the equation:

-

pr

:
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and

Lr"

a* = arg min
lSo(u'')
4r
-t J-"

- 5("'', a)12a,@) dn

(11)

uhere L(q) denotes the flter on the prediclion etror e(t), userl
in the second step and Q,(u) denotes the (auto)spectrurn of the
reference signol

r(t).

The lrequency representation (10) in theorem 4.1 shows the influence of a model error in the est,imated sensitiviiy function on
the final result of the identification. If in the first step of ihe procedure a very accurate (high order) model of the sensitivity function
is identified, then the second term in the iniegrand expression in
(10) will vanish. For the multivariable case, this will result in
the foliowing expression, where AP(ei-,p) i, used to denote the
difference Po(ut') - P("'',p).
p*

:

ar1-j,

1

tt

(12)
*((,)f-_*V,fu,;1rqt1e;-1ye(",-,p).
.,So(e-i')"AP ("-'", p)' j d-

.Ss(e;-) Q,

Clearly, (12) is an explicit and tunable expression for the bias
distribution of the asymptotic model P(q,p'). In this expression
the prediction error filter I(q), the input spectrum A,(t,,) and the
weighting matrix Q can been seen as design variable:, see also [6,
23]. Therefore, we define the design variables

2.

to be:

o"d! 1t 1q1,0.(r), Q).

(13 )

The usage of the design variables D" will be scrutinized in section 6.

5 Linear

Regression using Ortl:.onormal Basis
Functions

In ihe first step of the identification procedure we need an output
error type algorithm in order to arrive at the results as presented
in theorem 4.1. Moreover the identified sensitivity ,9(g, d,y) has io
be very accurate, rehich asks for high model orders to be applied.
Since OE model structures in general require non-[near opiimization algorithms to solve the least squares identification problem
given in (6), high model orders are very unattractive from a computaiional point of view. Moreover the occurrence of loca1 minima
in the optimization may heavily influence the parameter estimate
that is obtained.
In our procedure rve will apply a linear regression identification that also has an output error structure, and ihai exploiis
the recently obtained results on system-based orthonormal basis
functions [8, 9]. This model structure is given by:
e(t, a)

:

"(r)

- k=0
i L1"(a)v1,(q)r(t - t)

(ra)

where {trp(a)}r=r,...," is a sequence of expansion coefficients of the
parametrized model of the sensitivity function ,S(s, o) with respect
to the basis functions {I/*(r)}*=,,... -. It is based on the fact ihat
any stable, stricily proper FDLTI system ,9(z) has a unique expansion

,e(z)

:i

trrr1,1

(15)

t=0

In the

l'1(z)

the references.

6 Control Relevant Identification
6.1 Finding the right weighi
The validiiy of any approximate model hinges on its intended use
and therefore the identification procedure being applied will be
subjected to several requirements to estimate a. model suitable for
control design. Since the "quality" of a model actually is dependent on the controller that is designed on the basis of the model,
this fuiure controller actually should be incorporated in a control
relevant identification criterion.
Since the control-ler obtained from the control design is (yei)
unknown, a minimization of the model error using the current
feedback, provided by the present controller, is generaliy used io
estimate a model for subsequent control design. In the litera.ture
a number of many techniques can be found to perform such an
identification, see for example [1, 6, 11, 15]. In ihis paper a 2norm minimization will be used, see (6), which is related to a
LQG control paradigm, see also [6, 24].
The (input) sensitivity 56(9) given in (2) is found to be of considerable importance in posing performance requirements of the
closed loop system. The sensiiivity, based on ihe (nominal) model
P(q, iN) being estimaied will be denoted as
(16)
5(q,pr) = V - C(q)P(s,pr)l-'
C1early, the diflerence between .96(q) and S(q,ix) reflects a

feedback-releuant mismotch, caused by ihe difference between the
nominal model P(g,p,y) and the system &(q). Considering any
norm or distance function ll. ll and applying the triangle inequality

to ll5,(q)

-

S(q, p^,)ll yields:

< Ils(q,p,r)ll + lls.(q) - s(q,ir,)ll
lls.(e)ll > llls{a,ar)ll- lls.(e)- s(s,pN)lll
ll.s.(e)ll

From (17) and (18) we

see

llft(s)-

(

17)

(18)

that by posing the following requirement

s(s,pN)il

<<

lls(c,pry)ll

(1s)

similar performances of the controller C(q) applied to the model

P(q,iN)

and the system Ps(q) can be derived, see also [15]. There-

fore, minimizing the diference llS.(S) - S(S,p)ll on the basis of
measurement data can be seen as a control relevant ideniifi.cation.
By rewriting the difference betrveen So(e) and S(q,pN), omitting
the use of the forward shift operaior q for ease of notation, we may
write

lii/ - CPol-t - [/

ll7

- CP(p)j-rll :

(20)

- C Pk)f' C [Pu - p(p)]lr - cPul-' ll

From (20) it can been seen that minimizing ihe difference between 56(9) and 5(g,p1,,) is equai to a weighted norm appiied

to [Ps(q) - P(q,p)), where 56(9) is used as input rveighting

and

S(q,p)C(q) as an outpui weighting. By replacing the norm operator ll .ll in (ZO) by ihe r?2-norm, see [13, pp. 99], the difference

term in (20) matches the foUowing closed ioop performance crite-

rion -r"())
, . 'l

= z-t, this

model slructure matches a Finit.e
Impulse Representation (FiR), while in ihat case ,r represent the
impulse response coefficienis of the model.
By choosing aplropriate basis functions V{z), the convergence
rate of a series expansion as in (15) can become very fast, which
means that a very accurate model can be identified by only incorporating a restricied number of coeficients .Lp(a).
case

In [8, 9] it is shown how dynamical systems themselves can induce orthonormal basis functions V1(z), pointing to an iterative
scheme of identifying expansion coefficients and rebuilding basis
functions. In our application we have iteratively construcied such
basis functions that were found from the estimated model in the
previous iteration step. For more details the reader is referred to

J.()) E'
.

[Po('t') -

P

;

ft

l_"tr{lS(e-;'

("'-,p)]

5o( ei" ).90(

,

p)C1.-i";171s1.i' , p)C("i')).

e-i', )r

[Po ( e-iu

)

-

P

(e-

t" p)( &,
]
(21)

The way this minimization will be carried out for ihe identification of the Compact Disc pick-up mechanism, is discussed in the
follo',,ring section.

6.2 Prefiltering
.-i

The weighted minimization of ]i^Po(q) - P(q,p)il, given in (21) can
be accomp)ished during the identiflcation, by modifying the design variables D" givea in (13). The preCiction error filter .L(q),
the symmetric weighiing matrix Q and the spectrum Q, can be
exploiied to'shape'the model P(q,i*) being estimated in the ap-

proximate identifica.tion. To achieve a minimization of the closed
loop performance criterion given in (21) the design variables have

to be chosen

as follows.

Proposition 6.1 Giuen o consislent estimote of lhe input sensitirity Ss(q) = [/ - C(q)Po(q))-' used lo simulale lhe noise free
input i,(t) ghten in (8), then with the choice of the design uari-

the sample frequency, anti aliasing fiIter, daia storage and input
generation.
The signals have been sampled at 25 kllz and the reference
signal r(i) injecied in the closed loop was chosen to be a white noise
signal, to fulfil the choice of the second design variable Q,(t,) given
in proposition 6.1. The white noise reference signal was chosen
to be bandlimited in the frequency domain of interest (100 Hz 10 kHz). A 5th order Butterworth frlter, with a cut off ir.qr.r,"y
at 9.5 kHz was used to reduce the effects of aliasing.
The two-stage identification procedure previously discussed is
applied to this experimental data. Furthermore, a non parametric
estimate of the input sensitivity Se(or) and the system Pq(t.,,) is
obtained by a spectral analysis [14] and given by

ables,

3,(r) :

I L(q,p) = [1- C(q)P(q,p))-'C(q) = S(q,p)C(q)

D"= \

I

iD,(ar)

=

i,'1r1

c11

Q-,,r

uhere c1, c2 are arbitrorily chosen reol constants, the least squares
criterion gioen in (6) will coi'Luerge to the closed loop perfornance
crilerion def.ned. in (21), under weak conditions as Iy' + oo.

,i,,1.,;-,.i,,,1r), det{,i,(@)} *

=

(22)

0

,i",1r;-'6,r1.,1, det{,it,,,(u)} #

o.

(23)

The estimates of the spectra in (22) and (23) have been carried out
by using 100 averages over 409600 time samples. The resulis will
be used only as a (additionai) validation tool for the parametric
models 5(S, &.r) and P(q,pN) being estimated, which is based only

on 2000 time samples.
A proof of proposition 6.1 can be lound in [6], since basically an
equivalent closed loop performance criterion is used in this paper.
The choice of t,he design variablcs given in proposition 6.1 can also
be seen directly, by comparing a constant c1c2 times the closed loop
performance criterion defined in (21) with the equivalent frequency
domain representation of the least square identification algorithm
given in (12).

Ciearly, the consistent estimate of the input sensitivity used
to simulate the noise free input signal d,(t), given in (8) can be
a strong requirement. An approximate identification of ,96(q) can
lead to a biased closed loop performance critrlion, see theorem 4.1.
As stated before, linear regression models using system based orthonormal functions are used to model the input sensitivity and
can be used to substantially reduce this effect.
Furthermore, the following notes on proposition 6.1 shouid be

7.2 Estimate of sensitivity function
As mentioned in section 5, a linear regression scheme based on
orthonormal functions has been used. Firstly, a relatively rough
(low order) estimaie is compuied by a muiiivariable Output Error
minimizaiion using the DUMSIl-pa"ckage. Secondly, an iterative
schr:me using the model lrom siep i - 1 for constructing a set of
orthonormal functions 7r(z) used in step i will be utilized. The
results of this identification procedure can be found in figure 3
and 4. The model S(g, d1g) is construcied by estimating 4 coefficients -t6(a) based on an 12-ih order model inducing the basis
functions. This results in a model with state space dimension 48.
l.9r ,

given.

Firsily, it should be noted that the input weighting with ihe
'real' sensitivity 56(q) can only be achieved when performing
closed loop experiments. Note ihat this weighiing factor is
already present in the asymptoiic identificaiion criterion (12).

l0

I

1,9,

,

I

I

Instead of the filter L(q, p) = lI - C(q)P(q, p)lc(q)-' given in
proposition 6.1, a fixed filter will generaily be used to filter the
prediction error, as to a.void very complicaiedly parametrized

non[near optimization problems. An iterative scheme using
ihe model P(q,ir) from step i - 1, for constructing a filter
L(S,i,u) used in step i to filter ihe prediciion error can be
used to overcome this problem. The control relevant model
P(q, iN) and the matching filter -D(g, pry) x'ilI be found *-hen

the iterative scheme converges.

Finally it should be noted thai ihe iterative scheme mentioned
above, is performed in a SISO configuration. In this way the
filtering of the prediction error e(t) can be replaced by filtering
the input and output of the system io be identified.
7
7.L

Application to the CD Player
Data acquisition

l\leasurements of the CD mechanism have been obiained from an
experimental set up of a. Compact Disc player at Philips' Research
Laboratories. This experimenial set up is used to gather time
sequences of r(t), u(f) and y(l), see figure 2, in radial and Iocus
control loops simuitaneously. ltlatching software is used to control

Fig.

3:

Amplitude of spectral estimate
model S(ei',a,v) (- -)

S(r) (-) and parametric

- Figure 3 presents the amplitude plots of the spectral estimate

.9(u,,)

and the parametric model S(ei",a,y1. The input sensitivity

has been estimated reasonably weII, which has been emphasized by

comparing

a

part of the simulation oi the input ii,(t) and the

ac'uua1

inpui u(l) measured in closed loop, given in figure 4. This data

is

taken from a rl:Lta set, not used for identificaticn. Furthermore, it
can been seen from figure 4 that the amount ol noise on the input
u(l) in closed loop is relatively small.
lDeift University llultivariable System Identificaticr

lP,,l
10r

l0r

lorL
10,

l0j

lH,
P,,

Isec]

Fig.

4:

Measured input
(-) and simulated input
"(r)
of. radial and /ocus loop

7,3 lfowards

ri"(i) (- -)

a low order model

This section discusses the second step of the two stage identificat,ion algorithm, where an approximate ideniificaiion will be per{ormed, using the reconstructed input ri,(C) and output g(t). For
the sake of completeness it should be mentioned thai the input

Fig. 5: Amplitude of spectral estimate f (.) (-) and parametric
model P(ei',7ir) (- -)
been used for ideniification, has been depicted in figure 6. It illustrates that the model P(ei',p,v) predicts the closed loop data
very rvell.

u,"a(t), i,"a(t\

z.(t)

cannot be used directly. This is ca"used by the fact thai
the radial and focus actuators act like double integrators in the
frequency domain of interest.
The properties of the prediction error methods, Like the results
given in proposition 6.1, are valid oniy for a stable prediciion error
mapping, see [12, 19]. Hence, identifying a tiouble integrator will
inevitably lead to undesirable resuits. In order to omit the identification of the (known) double integrato:, the input ri,(f) will be
put through a zero order hold equivalent of a continues time double integrator. In this wa.y the rernoining dynamics of the system
P6(q) has to be identified on1y.

0.01

0.01

I

0.0r

l

As mentioned before, the itera.tive scheme of flliering and identi-

fication, discussed in section 6.2, is performed on the radial P6,11(g)
and Iocus Po,rr(il transfer functions in a SISO configuration. In
this way flltering of the prediction error e(i) now can be replaced
by filtering of input ri,(t) and output y(t) of the system to be
ideniified.
Finally, the filters,t11(q) and L22(q) a"rising from the iterative
scheme mentioned above, are used to estimaie a multivariable Output Error model, using the DUl!{Sl-package. This multivariable
model has a. 16th order (without the double integrators) and is
parameirized using a pseudo canonical (observabiLity) Iorm [12,
pp. 119-i23], with structure indices (7,9). It should be mentioned
that the multivariable model being estimated now, will not be optimal in the sense of the closed ioop critcrion given in (21), since the
choice of the filter Z(g, p) does not exactly meet the requirements
of proposition 6.1. However, the results of this control relevant
scheme ca"n be quite iliuminating. The results of the.multivariable
model being estimated can be found in figure 5 and 6.
Figure 5 presents the amplitude Bode plots of the spectral estimate P(r,,,), see (23), and the model P(e'',pr,,) b"i.tg estimated.
It can be seen Irom this figure that ihere is. some parasitic dynamics in the radial transfer Iunction Po,t,(e'"), around 0.9, 1.7,
4 and 6 kHz. Some of these para"sitic dynamics only have a small
contribution in the open /oop behaviour of ihe system and therelore should not have to be estimaied. On the other hand, in the
closed loop bchaviour of the system these parasitic dynamics play
an signifi.cant role. l'his is illusiraied in figure 3, where one cao
recognize peaks in the sensiiivity function. Clearly, this discussion
illustrates the use oI a. control relevant identification scheme. A
part of the simulations, based on closed loop data that has not

0.0t 2

0.0t3 0.011 0.0t5

0.012 0.013 0.014 0.015

0.016

0,016

Isec]

Fig. 6: Measured output g(r) (-) and simulated output V(r) (- -)
of radial and /ocus ioop
Given the nominal model P(q,p1,), the procedure presented in
[20] can be used to quantify an additive model error. Using a partiy

periodic input signal 0,(l) and additionai information about the
decay rate of the impulse response of the system under consideration, an additive model error can be estimated using an Empirical
Transfer Funciion Estimate, see [20] for further details. The results of this procedure, applied to the radial transfer function only,
can be found in figure 7.
In figure 7 a pari of the Nyquist contour of C11(q)P1r(g,pru) i,
depicted, based on the given controller C11(q) oI ihe radial servo
loop and the nominal model P11(q, f N) oi the radial transfer function being esiimated. Furthermore, the additive error bounds on
the nominal model are characterized by circles in the compiex
plane for several frequency points. From figure 7 it can also be
seen thai ttre additive model error has been kept small in the
closed loop frequency domain ofinterest (around the bandwidth).
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Conclusions

In this paper a controi

rel.evant parametric ideniificaiion scheme
is applied to a. Compact Disc servo system, using the well known
Prediction Error meihods, wherein the problems of approximate
and closed loop identification have been merged. This is done by
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7:

Nyquist contour of radiaL servo loop, based on the nominal
model P11(g,l.r) (- -) and uncertainiy bounds (-)

using a two stage identification algorithm, wherein a simulation
of the input signal is used to estimate the system. The two stage
algorithm requires an accurate estimate of the input sensitivity of
t,he closed loop system. This can be achieved by employing alinear
regression scheme using system based orthonormal functions. The
resulting expression for the bias distribuiion of the model being estimated, is tuned in a. control relevant way by choosing appropriat,e
design variables. Using closed loop time domain observations of a
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discrete time model that can be used for designing an enhanced
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